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ABSTRACT 

In this work, is provided an FPGA design and a PC software as a user interface for 
controlling the Raman spectrometer and sensor. The objective was to achieve over 1 MHz 
measurement rate in single point measurement mode and enable optional mode for 
multipoint measurements. Other objectives were improving resolution by changing 
reference clock rate quickly between measurements and generating a 3D histogram for 
determining Raman spectre and fluorescence lifetime of the sample. 

The FPGA used for data storing is designed so that it can read 5376 bits (7-bit timing 
values, 256 channels, 3 different results) and form a histogram based on the results after 
each laser pulse. The final FPGA design uses a 150 MHz main clock, and the same 
frequency is used for transferring the measurement data from the sensor IC. The FPGA 
design allows to 1.689 MHz laser being used in single point measurement mode and 
correspondingly 654 kHz laser in multipoint measurement mode. The user interface is 
built so that it allows the measurements to be done in series so that some parameters can 
be changed between measurements. One main feature is the ability to change reference 
clock rate between the measurements which allows improving of the measurement 
resolution. The reference clock rate change takes approximately 10 ns which affects 
insignificantly to the total measurement time. The user interface has, as an additional 
feature, possibility to scan a sample by controlling motors that move the sample between 
measurements during the series. 

All requirements were achieved well, and the final work enables versatile measurement 
possibilities for time-resolving Raman spectroscopy. 
 
Key words: Raman spectroscopy, FPGA, time-resolving, time-gate. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tämän työn tarkoituksena oli tuottaa FPGA-konfiguraatio ja suunnitella käyttöliittymä 
Raman-spektrometrin ja sensorin ohjaukseen. Tavoitteena oli yli 1 MHz mittaustahdin 
saavuttaminen yhden mittauspiteen mittaamiseen ja mahdollistaa myös useamman 
pisteen mittaukset. Muita tavoitteita olivat resoluution parantaminen 
referenssitaajuuden vaihtamisella nopeasti mittasarjojen välissä ja 3D-histogrammin 
generointi Raman-spektrin ja fluoresenssielinajan määritykseen. 

FPGA on suunniteltu siten, että se voi lukea 5376 bittiä (7-bittisiä aika-arvoja, 256 
kanavaa, 3 mittauskohdetta) jokaisen laser-pulssin jälkeen ja muodostaa datasta 
histogrammin. Lopullinen FPGA-konfiguraatio käyttää 150 MHz:n pääkelloa, ja samaa 
taajuutta käytetään myös mittausdatan siirtämiseen integroidulta sensoripiiriltä PC:lle. 
Maksimissaan 1,689 MHz laseria voidaan käyttää yhden mittauspisteen mittauksissa ja, 
kun monipisteinen mittausmoodi on käytössä, voidaan käyttää maksimissaan 654 kHz 
laseria. Käyttöliittymä on rakennettu siten, että mittauksia voidaan tehdä sarjassa siten, 
että mittausten välissä voidaan muuttaa mittausparametreja. Yksi pääominaisuksista on 
mahdollisuus muuttaa toista referenssikelloa mittausten välissä, mikä mahdollistaa 
mittauksen resoluution parantamisen. Tämä referenssikellon taajuuden vaihtuminen 
kestää noin 10 ns, minkä vaikutus mittauksen kokonaiskestoon on mitätön. 
Käyttöliittymä mahdollistaa lisäominaisuutena myös skannausmittausten tekemisen, 
jolloin moottoreiden avulla näytettä liikutellaan mittausten välissä. 

Kaikki tavoitteet saavutettiin hyvin, ja lopullinen työ mahdollistaa monipuoliset 
mittaukset aikaerotteisessa Raman-spektroskopiassa. 
 
Avainsanat: Raman-spektroskopia, FPGA, aikaportitus. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

ADC  Analog to Digital Converter 
API  Application Programming Interface 
ASM  Algorithmic State Machine 
AXI  Advanced eXtensible Interface 
BRAM  Block Random Access Memory 
BUFG  Global clock buffer 
Ch  Channel count 
channelShift  Signal, that shifts data between channel registers and output registers 
CLKFBOUT_MULT Clock multiplier 
CLKBOUT_FRAC Fractional part of the clock multiplier 
CLKOUT0_DIVIDE VCO frequency divider 
CMOS  Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
CW  Continuous-Wave 
DIVCLK_DIVIDE Clock divider 
DLL  Delay-Locked Loop 
EDFL  Erbium Doped Fiber Laser 
FF  Flip-Flop 
FIFO  First In First Out 
FPGA  Field Programmable Gate Array 
HDL  Hardware Description Language 
IC  Integrated Circuit 
IO  Input and Output 
LUT  LookUp Table 
LUTRAM  LookUp Table Random Access Memory (Distributed RAM) 
LVDS  Low-Voltage Differential Signaling 
MMCM  Mixed-Mode Clock Manager 
N  Number of possible values in one channel 
ODDR  Dedicated Dual Data Rate Output Register 
outRegShift  Signal that shifts data from output register to databus 
RADDESS  Radiation Detectors for Health, Safety and Security 
refClk  Reference clock 
rst  Reset 
sel  Select 
SM  Simultaneous Measurements 
SPAD  Single-Photon Avalanche Detector 
TDC  Time-to-Digital Converter 
tempSensOut  Analog output for temperature monitoring 
USB  Universal Serial Bus 
Vc70ps  Analog output of control voltage 
VCO  Voltage-Controlled Oscillator 
 
fin  Input clock frequency 

fout  Output clock frequency 
fvco   Frequency of Voltage-Controlled Oscillator 



 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This work is part of the project that is included in the Radiation Detectors for Health, Safety 
and Security (RADDESS) Academy Programme. Academy of Finland provides funding to 
projects that study novel device-driven and functional radiation detection systems in areas of 
both health and safety. The objective of the project is to implement and validate a single-photon 
avalanche detector (SPAD) system that can resolve high quality fluorescence lifetime and 
Raman spectra simultaneously from biological samples that have high fluorescence level and 
short lifetimes that can be measured in nanoseconds. For example, Raman spectra and 
fluorescence signals allow the detection of the small molecule drug synthesis during the drug 
processing and thus solving critical safety issues of the novel pharmacological products [1]. 
The implementation is based on a pulsed laser, a SPAD array and accurate time-to-digital 
converters (TDC) which collect each photon individually and determine their time-of-arrival 
simultaneously for all spectral points. The Raman and fluorescence photons are separated in 
the post-processing of the data. 

The purpose of this work is to provide a field programmable gate array (FPGA) design and 
a PC software as an interface for the FPGA controlling and handling of the measurement results 
of the sample. Completed designs are used as research tools in the project. The FPGA is a link 
between the sensor integrated circuit (IC) and the PC. It configures the IC with user defined 
settings and collects the measurement data from IC’s channel registers. Based on the collected 
measurement data, the FPGA forms a three-dimensional histogram that gets transferred to the 
PC after the measurement is completed.  

At the beginning of this document, it is presented what time-resolved Raman spectroscopy 
means and what research has been done previously with similar designs as in this project. Then 
the most important features, that affect the designing of the FPGA, are presented from the 
sensor integrated circuit. The focus of the work is on FPGA design and its functionalities and 
performance compared to given requirements and previous FPGA designs from the past 
projects. Wave signal diagrams and block diagrams are used for illustrating the designs and 
their functionalities so that the reader understands how certain parts are built without showing 
the actual code or wave simulations. After IC and FPGA designs are presented, the user 
interface, is under introduction. This PC software was the second part of the practical work 
done for the thesis after designing the FPGA. User controls the FPGA via the PC software 
designed for this project and from the software user configures the IC for measurements and 
saves the collected histograms to the PC for further processing and plotting. At the end, there 
is analysis of the measurement results and a review of the performance of the FPGA design.  
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2 TIME-RESOLVED RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY 

Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopic technique used to measure the shift in wavelength of 
the inelastically scattered radiation that provides the chemical and structural information. For 
example, Raman spectroscopy has been used widely to probe bonds in molecules, to provide 
characteristic chemical information and to discriminate between different types of cells. [2] The 
most common example is the use of Raman spectroscopy to distinguish normal and cancer cells 
[3].  

Traditionally continuous wave (CW) lasers have been used for high resolution molecular 
spectroscopy and atmospheric spectroscopy. Main advantage of the continuous wave lasers is 
the narrow wavelength band and the high spectrum resolution. Usually, tuning range is 
important technical parameter for such applications, which limits greatly the choice of lasers. 
For example, near infrared spectrometer based on a continuous-wave tuneable erbium (Er3+) 
doped fibre laser (EDFL) has been used for direct absorption spectroscopy and cavity ring down 
spectroscopy [4]. Continuous wave lasers are most common for normal Raman spectroscopy, 
but pulsed lasers are also used. Pulsed lasers have often wider bandwidths than CW lasers but 
are useful for time-resolved Raman [6]. 

When light from a laser hits a sample, the light interacts with the sample molecules and the 
light gets either absorbed or scattered. Most of the light gets scattered elastically. This is called 
Rayleigh scattering and no wavelength change occurs. Only one photon in 105-107 photons will 
be scattered inelastically resulting in a wavelength change [5][7]. This phenomenon is called 
Raman scattering and change in the wavelength of the photon scattered by the sample molecule 
is called Raman shift and it is characteristic of the molecules the laser light interacts with [5][2]  

Usually, problem with detecting the Raman shift is that the Raman spectrum is masked by a 
strong fluorescence background. This is due to the low probability of Raman scattering. 
Fortunately, fluorescence background can be suppressed by using intensive short laser pulses 
to illuminate the sample and recording the sample response during these short pulses [8]. Raman 
scattered photons are emitted immediately after the collision between the transmitted photons 
and the sample material. In the other hand, probability of the emitted fluorescence photons is 
exponentially decaying over time in the way that is characteristic to the sample. By time gating 
the recording of the sample response to happen right on the short laser pulses, most of the 
fluorescence is blocked out from the recorded spectrum. An example of time gating the sample 
response is presented in Figure 1. To maximize the fluorescence suppression, the time gate 
width should match with the laser pulse width so that all the Raman photons are collected during 
the laser pulse, but the fluorescence photons are rejected. Also, time gate and pulse widths must 
be shorter than fluorescence lifetime for this rejection to happen correctly. [8][9][10] 
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Figure 1. An example diagram of the time gated sample response. 
 

Standard complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technologies have been used 
to fabricate both the SPAD detector and fast gating electronics on the same die. In 2011 a time-
gated SPAD detector was designed and fabricated in CMOS technology first time for Raman 
spectroscopy. The proposed time-gating technique was applied for measuring the Raman 
spectra of olive oil with a gate window of 300 ps, and significant fluorescence suppression was 
achieved. [9] 

In 2013 a Geiger-mode CMOS SPAD was used in a study where the main aim was to achieve 
sub 100 ps time gating accuracy. The CMOS SPAD based line detector was enabled by the 
trigger pulse from the pulsed laser. The pulse signal acted as a common start. In the device used 
in the study the scattered photons were carried from the sample through an optical fiber to the 
spectrograph and from there to the line detector. The detected photons were counted during 
short time gates. In addition to the SPAD array, the chip included electronics to count and 
register the detected photons within four time gates, and an interface to an FPGA and PC. 
Results of the counters were delivered to the FPGA circuit, so that measurements were not 
aborted during the result delivering. So that the overflow of the counters was not likely to appear 
during the read out, the number of the bits of the counters was selected based on the pulse rate 
of the laser and the clock frequency of the FPGA. 3-bits counters were chosen and thus the 
results of 3072 bits (2 SPADs, 4 time gates, 3 bit counters and 128 channels) could be read 
using an FPGA clock frequency of 40 MHz. If the laser pulse rate of 1 MHz was used and the 
photon detection probability was less than 0.1, the data could be collected without overflow of 
the counters. [11] 

In a more resent study from 2018 a custom-designed 16 × 256 SPAD array was used. Each 
of the 256 rows, spectral points, had their own channel in a TDC. When a photon was detected 
the TDC stored the state of the phase of the delay line in a 7-bit register for each spectral point. 
The thermometer codes of the TDCs were converted to onehot codes and saved in a 
corresponding cell of the 7-bit register. Reading of the data was controlled by an FPGA circuit 
which set the 7-bit addresses of the registers and read the data from the SPAD IC to the FPGA 
circuit using a 14-bit parallel data out bus. Via the bus it was possible to read the results of two 
7-bit registers per FPGA clock cycle, and thus the reading of the results of every row took 128 
clock cycles. Since the frequency of the read clock was 50 MHz the reading time was 
approximately 2.5 µs. Because of the reading time, the maximum laser pulse rate could be 
around 400 kHz and thus the maximum spectrum frame rate was 400 kframes/s. [12]  

Later in 2021, time resolved Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy was used to measure 
drug diffusivities in nanofibrillar cellulose. In this study, 300 kHz laser was used but the data 
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read-out procedure of the sensor limited the maximum frame rate of the system to 100 kframes/s 
and repetition rate of the laser could not be fully utilized. [13] 

Alternatively, histogram accumulation has been done on the same circuit with SPAD array 
by using a 32-bit histogramming time-to-digital converter.  This speeds-up the acquisition of 
the time-events to 16.5 giga-events per second by processing them locally while at the same 
time significantly compressing the transfer of the results to PC for further processing. [14] 

The study environment covered in this work is similar compared to the 2018 study [12]. The 
time-correlated Raman spectrometer is built around a sensor IC that has spectral range of 256 
channels for photon detecting with TDCs that have a nominal time resolution of 34 picoseconds. 
Block diagram of this time-gated Raman spectrometer is shown in Figure 2. FPGA is used 
between the sensor IC and a PC to enable measurements being done in series. Because the data 
transfer to the PC is needed anyways between the measurements, FPGA is used to do the 
transfer, which also makes the IC design less complex. The working mechanism of the 
spectrometer is the following. A laser pulse gets sent to three samples and at the same time a 
trigger signal is sent to the sensor IC. The trigger signal sets the SPADs on the IC to a Geiger 
mode and starts the TDCs. The laser pulse hits the measured sample, and the timestamps of the 
photon’s hits detected in the SPAD array are stored as a 7-bit value in each spectral channel. 
Three simultaneous results can be stored at a time. Therefore, the FPGA used for data storing 
must be able to read 5376 bits (7-bit timing values, 256 channels, 3 different results) and form 
a histogram based on the results after each laser pulse so that the FPGA operation does not limit 
the measurement frequency and each sample response from the laser pulses can be measured. 
Aim is to achieve at least 100 MHz frequency for reading the results data and to perform the 
histogram accumulation so that at least 280 kHz or even 1 MHz laser could be used. Other 
requirements for the FPGA are described in further chapters. This chapter focuses on the used 
sensor IC and overview of the devices around it. 

 

 
Figure 2. Block diagram of a time-gated Raman spectrometer consisting of a pulsed laser, a 
trigger detector, a grating, printed circuit board with a SPAD array IC, a Field Programmable 
Gate Array circuit, and a PC. The spectrometer is possible to use for three different samples 
simultaneously. 
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2.1 Device overview 

For detecting photons, collecting histogram data, controlling control signals, and processing the 
collected data, the study environment can be divided to three main components: Raddess sensor 
IC, FPGA, and a PC. The sensor IC is completely designed in the university of Oulu, but the 
commercial XEM7310 FPGA is bought from Opal Kelly. Also, laser is used to examine 
samples, but its structure is outside of the focus of this thesis. The block diagram of the device 
overview is shown in Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3. The device overview.  
 

As shown in the Figure 3 the FPGA is connected to PC via USB 3.0. At first control signals 
are set on the PC software and FPGA is configured from the user interface that uses Frontpanel 
Application Programming Interface (API) to communicate with Frontpanel Hardware 
Description Language (HDL) module. Frontpanel API is a complete programmer’s interface 
which is used to design custom PC application that can communicate with FPGA. Frontpanel 
HDL, which is located inside the inside the Artix-7 FPGA, is an interface on the FPGA end for 
USB communication. The Frontpanel HDL is connected to the user design which consists of 
two main units: cfg_unit and data_unit. Cfg_unit produces most of the control signals for the 
sensor IC and other units inside the FPGA. Data_unit collects channel data from the IC and 
transfers the created histogram to PC where the histogram data is stored and converted to 
different diagrams. The top level has also AD_converter module that is used to monitor 
temperatures and voltages inside the IC and FPGA circuits. Also, some control signals are wired 
straight from the Frontpanel HDL to the IC. Further information about the FPGA-design is 
presented in chapter 3.  

The whole device structure functions in practice as follows: The sensor IC gets configured 
from the PC software through the FPGA and the measurement is started. The configuration 
needs to be done only once before first measurement unless the user wants to change the current 
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configuration. Therefore, time is not wasted between measurements due to reconfiguring. When 
laser pulse is detected, FPGA waits that measurement data-timestamps of the detected photons 
are ready for reading out from the sensor IC. The FPGA reads the measurement data from 256 
channels through four 7-bit data buses simultaneously and accumulates histograms for each 
channel inside Data_unit. Each histogram memory contains hit counts for 128 time bins of the 
channel (Figure 3, up right corner). FPGA counts the measured laser pulses and when the 
desired number of pulses are measured, the FPGA combines the channel memories to one First 
In First Out (FIFO) memory and sends measurement end-signal to the PC software. When PC 
software detects the end-signal, it reads the histogram from the FIFO and arranges the data to 
readable form and saves it to a file. The software can plot the data from the files to different 
diagrams (Figure 3, bottom right corner), or the measurement data file can be processed inside 
MATLAB. 
 

  
2.2 Raddess sensor IC design 

Raddess sensor IC has optical line sensor with spectral range of 256 channels for time-
correlated single photon counting. The sensor is used for time-gated Raman spectroscopy and 
fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy. There are 8 SPADs in each sensor channel. Channels have 
SPAD control and result read out circuitries and time-to-digital converters inside them. 
Compared to previous designs this sensor can be used in single point measurement mode or in 
multipoint measurement mode in which three separate samples can be measured 
simultaneously. Other significant difference to the previously presented design is that the 
photon hits are registered as digital time values of the timing of the hit and the results are 
transferred forward after every laser pulse without accumulation. Layout of the sensor IC is 
show in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Raddess sensor IC layout. Proportions are no accurate. 

 
Every input and output signals between IC and FPGA are shown in the Figure 4. On the left 

IO block there is controlData input from which control data bits are transferred to control data 
block. The 2054 control data register bits are described in Table 1. The control data transfer is 
driven with controlDataClk. Other signals on the left IO blocks are reset input rst, analog output 
tempSensOut which is used for temperature monitoring and trig signal that follows every pulse 
coming from the laser. The laser trigger signal is also routed to the FPGA preparing it for 
incoming data read. The FPGA also counts the laser pulses so that it knows when to stop the 
measurement and transfer the data to PC. 

On the right IO block there are four data outputs. Every data output consists of seven one-
bit output data lines that form the 7-bit output data bus. Vc70ps is analog output for delay line 
control voltage monitoring. Inputs refClk1 and refClk2 on the right IO block are reference 
clocks used in delay-locked loop blocks (DLL). The DLL blocks are used to lock the TDCs.  
OutRegShift, sel, and channelShift input signals are used for transferring the output data from 
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the channel registers inside the IC to the FPGA. Raddess sensor block diagram is shown in 
Figure 5 and more precise diagram of the sensor channels is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 5. Raddess sensor block diagram. 

 
Sensor channels are divided into four 64 channel blocks and each block has their own data 

output bus. After each laser trigger, 7-bit TDC is started inside the sensor channels and the 
counter stops when one of the eight SPADs detects a photon in the said channel. If there is no 
hit or photon hits too late, channel contains full 7-bit value. The 7-bit TDC value is stored in 
third channel register, ch reg3, that is located inside a sensor channel. If multipoint mode is 
used instead of single point, second measurement result is stored in second channel register and 
third measurement result is stored in first channel register. In single point measurement mode 
TDC value is available in the registers 50 ns after the laser trigger signal and in multipoint 
measurement mode the said delay is 150 ns. 
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Figure 6. Block diagram of the sensor channels and output shift register. 

 
When TDC values are ready in the channel registers, select signal, sel, is set to zero and 

values from the third channel registers are transferred to the output register. OutregShift clock 
starts transferring the data from output registers to data bus output register which is connected 
to the FPGA. All four 64-channel blocks are read simultaneously. When each of the 64 channels 
are read select signal is set back up and in the single point measurement mode outregShift clock 
stops and data transfer is done. If multipoint measurement mode is set, after first 64 channel 
values are read, channelShift signal is set up to move channel register values one step forward 
so that the next readable value is stored inside the third channel register. Now, new 64 channel 
values are transferred to the FPGA and the same procedure is done to the third sensor channel 
values. The single point and multipoint control signals are shown from the standpoint of the 
FPGA in figures Figure 12 and Figure 13 in chapter 3.2.1. 
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Table 1. Control data register descriptions. 
Bit 
number 

Name Description 

0 drvStr<2> drvStr<2:0> is a 3-bit value that defines the current driving 
capacity of data outputs. 111 gives max driving capacity, 000 
gives min. 

1 drvStr<1> drvStr<2:0> is a 3-bit value that defines the current driving 
capacity of data outputs. 111 gives max driving capacity, 000 
gives min. 

2 drvStr<0> drvStr<2:0> is a 3-bit value that defines the current driving 
capacity of data outputs. 111 gives max driving capacity, 000 
gives min. 

3 slewCtrl slewCtrl sets the slew rate of data outputs. 1 is high slew rate, 0 
is low. 

4 multipoint multipoint sets the measurement mode. 0 is single point and 1 is 
multipoint measurement mode. 

5 pulseWidth pulseWidth sets SPAD loading pulse width. 1 is long pulse 
width, 0 short pulse width. 

6 ch1spad1hpe Hot pixel elimination for SPAD1 of channel 1. When 0, SPAD 
is operating and when 1, SPAD is eliminated. 

7 ch1spad2hpe Hot pixel elimination for SPAD2 of channel 1. When 0, SPAD 
is operating and when 1, SPAD is eliminated. 

… …  

13 ch1spad8hpe Hot pixel elimination for SPAD8 of channel 1. When 0, SPAD 
is operating and when 1, SPAD is eliminated. 

14 ch2spad1hpe Hot pixel elimination for SPAD1 of channel 2. When 0, SPAD 
is operating and when 1, SPAD is eliminated. 

… …  

21 ch2spad8hpe Hot pixel elimination for SPAD8 of channel 2. When 0, SPAD 
is operating and when 1, SPAD is eliminated. 

… …  

2046 ch256spad1hpe Hot pixel elimination for SPAD1 of channel 256. When 0, SPAD 
is operating and when 1, SPAD is eliminated. 

… …  

2053 ch256spad8hpe Hot pixel elimination for SPAD8 of channel 256. When 0, SPAD 
is operating and when 1, SPAD is eliminated. 
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3 FPGA-DESIGN 

Opal Kelly XEM7310-A200 FPGA integration board is used for communication between the 
user interface on PC and the sensor circuit IC. XEM7310-A200 has 13,140 kb of Block RAM 
which was calculated to be enough for storing whole histogram data before transferring it to PC 
via USB 3.0 connection. XEM7310 has also 10 Mixed-Mode Clock Manager (MMCM) 
modules which was great additional feature when choosing the used board. [15][16] 

The design work for the FPGA was done with Vivado, a software suite produced by Xilinx. 
The work was done with Verilog hardware design language. Vivado and Verilog were chosen 
because Vivado had premade configurations for the design and wizard blocks for Xilinx FPGA 
boards and the example material for designing with XEM7310 were mainly provided in 
Verilog. 

 
3.1 Requirements 

The required functionalities for the FPGA were IC initialization, reference clock generation for 
DLLs, reading out results from the IC, accumulating histograms from the data and transferring 
the histograms from the FPGA to PC. As additional features, reference clocks should be 
adjustable, and temperatures and control voltage should be readable from the FPGA. 

Requirements for the IC initialization were that user should be able to reset the IC and load 
user defined control data to control data registers using controlData input. Clock signal input 
to controlDataClk is set to be in frequency of 50 kHz which is the fastest data transfer rate that 
is certainly reliable. The slow clock frequency does not slow down measurements because the 
initialization needs to be done only once when the device is switched on. Also, for the reliability 
reasons, the IC reset signal pulse width is set to be 1 ms and the time between reset and control 
data first controlDataClk rising edge is also 1 ms. Control data bits are described in Table 1.  

The FPGA is required to output two reference clocks for IC DLLs through inputs refClk1 
and refClk2. By default, both clocks have 100 MHz frequency, and both can be adjusted on the 
range of 60 MHz and 130 MHz. Also, a feature is implemented to change the refClk2 frequency 
automatically in between measurement series to achieve a more accurate time gate stop 
positioning. This way the time gating resolution is better when comparing multiple 
measurements with different clock ratios. The better time gating resolution is demonstrated in 
Figure 7. Usually, the used time gating resolution is 25-60 ps but with the demonstrated method, 
the time gate can be determined, in example, in a resolution of 10 ps. This way the time gate 
width can be determined in post processing more accurately. The frequency switch needs to be 
done so that DLLs do not unlock in the process. This is important because if the DLLs did 
unlock in the process, the sensor IC would need a reset signal to restore the lock and after the 
reset control data needs to be transferred again to the IC which takes time. Now, because reset 
is not needed, a new measurement can be started significantly faster when the last measurement 
is finished. More details about the reference clock generation are in chapter 3.2.1.  
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Figure 7. Better time gating resolution can be obtained by changing the ratio between refClk1 
and refClk2 between measurements and comparing the results.  

 
When measurement start signal is given from a user and the measurement length is defined, 

the FPGA is required to read results from the sensor IC’s output shift register after each rising 
edge of the laser trigger signal. The output shift register is presented in Figure 6. The single 
point and multipoint control signals are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 in chapter 3.2.1. 
Corresponding signals for reading the data are shown in figures Figure 15 and Figure 16 in 
chapter 3.2.2. The outregShift clock, that is used to read the results, was required to be at least 
100 MHz so that the measurement data transfer and the histogram data accumulation could be 
done fast enough to allow at least the desired minimum laser frequency of 280 kHz and even 
allow usage of 1 MHz laser. The laser frequency that can be used depends on the time taken by 
histogram accumulation and used measurement mode. Higher frequency is desired because 
faster laser pulse rate with the same pulse energy increases performance of the spectrometer. 
The value, 100 MHz, was early estimation to be the absolute minimum frequency so that the 
desired minimum laser frequency could be achieved. Later in the development the requirement 
was found to be more than enough, and even higher clock rate was achieved. A result matrix is 
accumulated after each trigger pulse for the entire length of the measurement. Dimensions of 
the result matrix is 256x128 for single point measurements and 3x256x128 for multipoint 
measurements. Dimensions correspond to 256 channels, the number of possible results from 
TDC which is 128 and the number of samples that are measured which is 1 in single point mode 
and 3 in multipoint mode. Values in the result matrix have 32 bits. Results data from the 256 
channels are read from four 7-bit data buses simultaneously. In multipoint measurement mode 
this means that the data transfer lasts 3 x 64 clock cycles. Also, when laser pulse is detected 
150 ns needs to be waited so that the results data is ready on the registers when the data transfer 
starts, and a couple of clock cycles needs to be waited between transferring data from different 
measurement points. This means, that the theoretical data transfer time from the laser pulse to 
the point where a new laser pulse can be detected, is approximately 196 x cycle time + 150 ns. 
Since the minimum laser frequency is 280 kHz and thus the maximum laser cycle time is ~3.6 
µs, at least 57 MHz data transfer rate is needed to keep up with the laser in an ideal situation. 
Therefore, the required transfer rate is rounded up to 100 MHz. When the desired amount of 
laser pulses is measured and the measurement is complete, the result matrix is sent to PC.  
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3.2 Top-level 

Top level of the FPGA consists of cfg_unit, data_unit, AD_converter, Frontpanel HDL and 
Clocking Wizard that produces 150 MHz main clock from 200 MHz on-board oscillator. The 
top-level block diagram is shown in Figure 8. Signals and data from and to a PC go through 
Frontpanel HDL module. Most input signals from the module are routed to cfg_unit block that 
is used to configure and control the sensor IC and other blocks inside the FPGA. The most 
important function of cfg_unit block is to control the data read from the IC to data_unit block. 
The block also initializes the sensor IC and sets the reference clocks. Data_unit block’s function 
is to read the measurement data from the sensor IC and accumulate histogram based on it. When 
epA0read signal comes from Frontpanel HDL module, the histogram is transferred from 
Data_unit to the PC. AD_converter reads analog vp_in and vn_in values from the IC and sends 
the converted values to the PC. These values are used for monitoring either IC temperature or 
delay line control voltage depending on the set signal ADCsel, that decides which one is 
outputted from the IC. Also, the temperature of the FPGA is monitored via AD_converter. 
Clocking Wizard is used for converting 200 MHz differential low voltage signal (LVDS) 
coming from the oscillator to 150 MHz clock signal that is used as the main clock in the design. 
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Figure 8. FPGA top-level block diagram 

 
3.2.1 Controlling the FPGA and IC-signals 

Cfg_unit inputs and outputs most of the signals on the FPGA. The unit consists of three main 
parts: cfg_unit_control, ctrlDataClk_divreg and refClk generation blocks. Cfg_unit block 
diagram is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Cfg_unit block diagram. 

 
Cfg_unit_control controls FPGA’s functionality during control data transfers and 

measurements via state machine. Algorithmic state machine (ASM) diagram of the 
Cfg_unit_control is shown in Figure 10 and the diagram is also presented as larger figure in 
Appendix 1. When IC is reset, IC_reset_en signal is set to zero, the state machine goes from 
IDLE-state to SETUP-state. The control data signal waves are shown in Figure 11. The low-
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active reset signal is lowered for 1 ms. During the resetting, control data is transferred from PC 
to the FPGA’s ctrlDataClk_divreg unit (Figure 9) and there stored inside a FIFO unit. The write 
clock frequency of the FIFO is 100.8 MHz. After the reset, 1 ms is waited before 50 kHz control 
data clock starts to transfer the control data from the FIFO to the IC. After the data transfer, 
setup_end_out signal is sent back from ctrlDataClk_divreg unit to cfg_unit_control unit. When 
the setup end signal is detected in the ASM, the state of the machine is set back to IDLE. 
 

 
Figure 10. Cfg_unit_control ASM diagram. 
 

 
Figure 11. Control data signal waves. 

 
When measurement is started, state MEASUREMENT_RESET sets the length of the 

measurement and lowers stopped_out signal. TRIGWAIT-state waits trig_detected signal from 
Laser trigger detector (Figure 10, up right corner). When trigger is detected, the state machine 
goes to MEASUREMENT-state which produces signals for the measurement data reading from 
the IC. When set pulse count is read, RESULTS-state sends stopped_out signal and zeroes 
meas_reg register which controls outRegShift clock. Other components in cfg_unit_control 
block are Laser trigger detector, Data counter, that is used to count amount of the read 
channels, and a dedicated dual data rate output register (ODDR), that is physically located close 
to output ports of the FPGA. These components are present on the upper right corner of Figure 
10. When the ODDR is enabled by meas_reg, it forwards the 150 MHz main clock as 
outRegShift clock to the IC for data reading. Control signal waves for the single point and 
multipoint measurements are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. 

In both measurement modes 150 ns is waited after each laser trigger so that result data in the 
IC channel registers is ready for reading out. 50 ns delay would be enough in single point 
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measurement mode, but the longer delay was chosen to be used in both cases to simplify the 
design. The delay is executed with meas_counter as shown in Cfg_unit_control ASM diagram 
in Figure 10. After the delay outRegShift clock is enabled by setting meas_reg register as 1. 
The register also enables data counter that counts measured IC data channels. Based on value 
of the data counter, different control signals are sent to IC and to data_unit that accumulates 
histogram from the read channel data. At first sel_out signal is lowered so that channel data 
inside the channel registers is transferred to their corresponding output registers inside the IC 
(Figure 6). After this, each rising edge of the outRegShift clock transfers the data forward inside 
the IC so that the first value inside the IC’s output shift register is transferred to the output 
register databus. Data inside the output register databus is read by the FPGA. The first readable 
channel value can be read at third rising edge of the outRegShift clock. Data counter is designed 
so that value of the data_counter register corresponds to fully restored amount of the channel 
data values. The data transfer procedure is described in more detail in chapter 3.2.2. When 64 
channels are read from each of the four data input, sel_out signal is set back up and outRegShift 
clock gets disabled. If the single point measurement mode is used and there are more laser 
pulses to be measured the FPGA goes back to TRIGWAIT-state to wait for new laser trigger. 
The function of the en_out signal is to tell data_unit block when the measurement data is 
available in the data inputs. 

 

 
Figure 12. Single point measurement control signals. As an example, the FPGA is set count 
1000 pulses in the picture. This is done by setting value 1000 inside measure_nreg register 
before the first laser trigger. 

 
If measurement mode is set to multipoint, the procedure described above is repeated three 

times with a couple of changes. After data from the first measurement point is collected, 
channelShift_out signal (fig. 11) is set up so that new channel data from the second 
measurement point gets available. Also, wait_out signal is set to 1 to tell data_unit that there is 
more data coming after few clock periods. 

 

 
Figure 13. Multipoint measurement control signals. 
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Reference clock generation is also located inside cfg_unit. Default output frequency of all 

the six reference clock generation blocks is set to be 100 MHz. The output frequencies can be 
changed by configuring each clock’s Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) registers. When 
updating the clocks, 32-bit clocking variables are sent from PC to refClk_div_control block 
(Figure 9). Each 32-bit variable consists of multipliers and dividers so that desired reference 
clock frequency is achieved. The clocks are driven with 100 MHz control clock so that setting 
the multipliers and dividers is easier. Output port for refClk1_out is always wired from 
refClk_div_1 but refClk2 output can be selected from refClk_div_2-5. This feature is used to 
change the ratio between refClk1 and refClk2 on the fly between measurements. The reference 
clocks are alternated to measure the sample with greater resolution. When frequency of the 
refClk2 is changed, TDCs inside the sensor IC work at a different rate which results in better 
resolution when combining data from multiple measurements of the same sample using 
different reference clocks. Instead of switching optional reference clocks on and off when 
changing the outputted clock, the clock change is done instantly by using a multiplexer that lets 
through only the selected clock signal. This is because the clocks do not start immediately when 
they are powered on which causes an unlocking in the DLL blocks of the sensor IC. 
 

3.2.2 Data collection 

The data collection and histogram accumulation are done in data_unit. As shown in data_ unit 
block diagram in Figure 14, the unit consists of three main parts: data input registers, block ram 
memories for each channel and FIFO for data output to PC. The data_ unit block diagram is 
also presented as larger figure in Appendix 2. Figure 15 shows Data_unit signal waves in the 
single point measurement mode. 

 

 
Figure 14. Data_unit block diagram. 

 
When enable signal en_in is set to 1 by cfg_unit, the channel data inside data input ports are 

transferred to data input registers data1_in_reg, data2_in_reg, data3_in_reg and data4_in_reg. 
To get timing closure right, the input registers are located as close to the input ports as possible. 
At each rising edge of the clock, the channel data inside input registers are transferred forward 
to odd or even shift registers. The evenness is decided inside cfg_unit and it depends on the 
evenness of the number of laser pulses remaining. This information is forwarded to data_unit 
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in signal called odd. When odd is 0, at rising edge of the clock, the data inside input register is 
transferred to shift register data1_rego[0] whose data is shifted forward to data1_rego[1] and 
so on. The wave signals of the procedure described above are shown in Figure 15 for single 
point measurement mode and in Figure 16 for multipoint measurement mode. Signal 
transferred is used to enable the shifting of the shift registers. These wave figures are also 
shown as larger scale in Appendix 2. 

When negative edge of en_in is detected, the channel data is transferred to correct registers 
and in single point measurement mode data_valid_odd or data_valid_even signal is raised 
inside the logic that executes the histogram accumulation. This valid-signal means that channel 
data of the last laser pulse is ready for histogram accumulation. If the measurement mode is set 
to multipoint, wait_in signal is raised by cfg_unit and the data transferring procedure is repeated 
until three different channel values are read, and the data valid signal is raised.  
 

 
Figure 15. Data_unit signal waves in the single point measurement mode. 

 

 
Figure 16. Data_unit signal waves in the multipoint measurement mode. 

 
The histogram is accumulated into 256 Block RAM units. Each memory unit corresponds to 

one channel inside the IC and the memory units have 9-bit address range so that each 7-bit 
channel value has their own address three times so that multipoint measurement results can be 
stored too.   
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Data used to form the histogram is read from even or odd shift registers mentioned earlier. 
The registers that are read depends on which valid signal data_valid_odd or data_valid_even 
is raised. In single point measurement mode, the first 64 shift registers from each four register 
quarters are read at the same rising edge of the clock. Each register value is set as its 
corresponding Block RAM’s address. When the addresses are set, and output values are ready 
in outputs of the Block RAMs, received values are incremented by one and fed back to memory 
inputs. When write signal is raised, incremented values are updated to the memories. In 
multipoint measurement mode this procedure is repeated three times and the addresses are 
shifted so that all three simultaneous measurement results are stored in Block RAM units. 

When last laser pulse is measured cfg_unit sends stopped signal to data_unit. This means 
that current result data is the last one before histogram is transferred to a PC. After each channel 
value is added to the histogram memory, end_r register is set to 1 and histogram stored in Block 
RAM units is transferred to a FIFO. The FIFO is used because the data transfer through USB 
3.0 must be done at the rate of okClk which is 100.8 MHz and FIFO is fast enough to keep up 
with that high constant read rate. FIFO is written to at the rate of 150 MHz which is the main 
clock, and the FIFO is read with okClk. FPGA output end_en is assigned to mentioned end_r 
register. When end_en signal is raised to tell a PC software that histogram is ready to be 
transferred, epA0read is raised by the software and contents of the FIFO are read and stored to 
the PC. After the data is transferred from Block RAM histogram memory to FIFO, the 
histogram memory is zeroed for the next measurement. 

 
3.2.3 Other features 

AD_converter module is used to monitor temperature of the FPGA and temperature or delay 
line control voltage of the sensor IC simultaneously. The converter inputs analog voltage signals 
vp_in and vn_in from the IC and converts this differential signal to digital output. Signal 
ADC_sel, which assigned straight from Frontpanel HDL to the IC input, is used to tell the IC 
which one is monitored, temperature or delay line control voltage. The monitored control 
voltage of slow delay elements in DLL1 is used to stabilize pulse widths of SPAD loading 
pulses and delays between multipoint measurements. 

Another signal going straight from Frontpanel HDL to the IC input is bias_voltage[1:0]. 
This bias voltage selector is used to tell the IC which excess bias voltage for loaded SPADs is 
used between 1 V, 2 V and 3 V.  

 
3.3 Implementation 

Settings for the implementation are shown in Figure 17. Following sub processes are used inside 
the Vivado implementation process: Open Synthesized Design, Opt Design, Place Design, Post-
Place Phys Opt Design, Route Design and Post-Route Phys Opt Design. The sub processes are 
run in the mentioned order.  

Open Synthesized Design builds the in-memory design to drive implementation by 
combining the netlist, the design constraints, and Xilinx target part data. [17] 

Opt Design optimizes the logical design to make it easier to fit onto the used Xilinx device. 
The sub process is run with a directive ExploreArea that runs multiple passes of optimization 
with emphasis on reducing combinational logic. 

Place Design places the design onto the used Xilinx device and it is run with a directive 
ExtraPostPlacementOpt for higher placer effort in post-placement optimization.  
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Post-Place Phys Opt Design is an optional sub process that optimizes logic and placement 
using estimated timing based on placement. The sub process includes replication of high fanout 
drivers, and the sub process is run with a directive ExploreWithHoldFix that runs different 
algorithms in multiple passes of optimization, including hold violation fixing, SLR crossing 
optimization and replication for very high fanout nets. 

Route Design routes the design onto the used Xilinx device and the sub process is used with 
a directive Explore that allows the router to explore different critical path placements after an 
initial route. 

Post-Route Phys Opt Design is an optional sub process that is run with the same directive, 
Explore, as in the previous sub process, Route Design. [17] 

 

 
Figure 17. Implementation settings of the FPGA design. 
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After the last sub process is finished, the implementation completes and Vivado gives 

different summaries about the implemented design. The resource utilization of the used FPGA 
design is shown in Table 2. The most notable information in the table are utilizations of BRAM 
and MMCM which are the most used resources measured in percentage. 128 BRAM units are 
used for histogram accumulation as half a unit is used for each of the 256 channels. Other 128 
units are used by the FIFO where the channel specific histogram data is combined before 
transferring to PC via USB connection. Half a BRAM unit is used by the FIFO that is used for 
storing the control data bits. The remaining two BRAM units are used by Frontpanel HDL. The 
MMCM resource utilization is high because of the four additional reference clocks. Because 
the alternating reference clock feature is used only in very specific scenarios, the clocks are 
powered off most of the time. High BRAM and MMCM utilizations are also visible on a power 
usage summary where they are by far the most power using resources. The power usage 
summary is presented in Figure 18. Vivado calculates that the total on-chip power would be 
2.495 W dynamic power usage being 2.337 W, 94 % of the total. 40 % of the dynamic on-chip 
power is used by BRAM and 35 % by MMCM resources.  

 
Table 2. Utilization table of the FPGA design. 
Resource Utilization Available Utilization % 
LUT 15291 133800 11,43 
LUTRAM 34 46200 0,07 
FF 35167 267600 13,14 
BRAM 258,50 365 70,82 
IO 91 285 31,93 
BUFG 18 32 56,25 
MMCM 9 10 90,00 

 

 
Figure 18. Power usage summary of the implemented netlist. 

 
Timing summary of the FPGA design tells if the design is meeting the timing closure and in 

what margin. As shown in Figure 19, the design meets the timing closure with worst negative 
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slack being 0.139 ns. Layout of the FPGA design is presented in Figure 20 and the most critical 
path is shown in Figure 21.  

 

 
Figure 19. Timing summary of the FPGA design. 

 
 

 
Figure 20. Layout of the FPGA design.  

 
The most critical path consists of mostly a net delay of the path between 

data_valid_odd_reg, that determines if the measurement data is stored to odd or even registers, 
and addra_r_reg[55][1], that determines the memory address where the histogram 
accumulation happens. Most of the delay in critical paths comes from net routing as shown in 
Figure 22 that presents the third most critical path on the layout. The path is between a 
histogram memory block and address register that determines the accumulation address. The 
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worst negative slacks come from signals inside the histogram accumulation logic. This is 
because BRAMs used as a histogram memory use relatively large area and distances are long 
between the memories and the accumulation logic.  
 

 
Figure 21. The most critical path of the design. 
 

 
Figure 22. The third most critical path of the design on the layout with two additional critical 
paths on the list below the layout. 
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4 USER INTERFACE 

PC software for controlling the FPGA is written in C++ with QT Creator created by QT Project. 
Main purpose of the software is to configure the FPGA with bit file created with Vivado and 
load the control data through the FPGA to control data block located inside the IC. After the 
FPGA configuration and loading of the control data, reference clocks and measurement settings 
are defined. When the START MEASUREMENT button is clicked, measurement starts. After 
the measurement, histogram data gets loaded from the FPGA and stored to file for further usage. 
The histogram is also plotted on the main page for preview. The main page of the interface is 
shown in Figure 23. 

 

 
Figure 23. Main window of the interface. 
 

4.1 Controlling the FPGA 

Setup window for the control data configuration is shown in Figure 24. Settings for the first 6 
control data bits are located on top of the window. The control data bits are described in Table 
1. Below are check boxes for SPAD elimination. If certain SPAD check box is checked the 
SPAD is eliminated and therefore not used in the measurement. There are also buttons for 
checking or unchecking whole rows or columns all at once. When desired control data settings 
are set save button must be pressed to save the data to a file. This control data file is read when 
the control data loading button is pressed and the contains of the file are sent to the FPGA that 
resets the IC and configures it with the control data. 

Push buttons for FPGA trigger signals are located on top left corner of the main page, a in 
Figure 23. START MEASUREMENT button send start trigger to the FPGA which starts the 
measurement. STOP MEASUREMENT button stops the current measurement and prepares the 
FPGA for new start signal same way as in measurement would have stopped without 
interrupting. LOAD CONTROL DATA button loads the saved control data to FPGA and starts 
the IC configuring procedure.  

a 

b 
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A bit separated from the above push buttons, b in Figure 23, is button for updating the 
reference clocks, and below it is located the FPGA configuring button which opens a file 
explorer window wherefrom a correct bit file is selected to configure the FPGA.  

 

 
Figure 24. Setup page for configuring the control data. 

 
Next to the measurement start and stop buttons is located a reference clock configuration 

box. The main page of the reference clock configuration box consists of first two reference 
clocks as seen in Figure 23. Each clock has four different parameters that can be changed. First 
three parameters from the left are used to set voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) frequency of 
the clock. Equation for forming the VCO frequency is 

 
 fvco = fin * (CLKFBOUT_MULT)/DIVCLK_DIVIDE (1) 

 
where fvco

 is frequency of voltage-controlled oscillator, fin is input clock frequency, 
CLKFBOUT_MULT is a clock multiplier and DIVCLK_DIVIDE is a clock divider. On top of 
the divider line are located selections for CLKBOUT_MULT (marked with red number 1 in 
Figure 23) and CLKBOUT_FRAC (marked with red number 2) parameter. Together they form 
the multiplier and its fractional part which multiplies the input clock frequency of the clock 
module. Parameter for the clock divider DIVCLK_DIVIDE (marked with red number 3) is 
located below the divider line. Valid range for the VCO frequency is 600 MHz – 1200 MHz 
[18]. The fourth and the rightmost parameter in the clock configuration area is 
CLKOUT0_DIVIDE (marked with red number 4) that divides the VCO frequency to output 
clock frequency. Both frequencies are displayed in real time while the parameters are adjusted. 
Equation for forming the output clock frequency of the reference clocks is  

 
 fout = fvco/CLKOUT0_DIVIDE (2) 
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where fout is output clock frequency. Other parameters are described above. When the VCO 
frequency gets out of the valid range the frequency display is turned as red and Update 
Reference Clocks button is set as disabled.  

On the optional page of the reference clock configuration box are located optional reference 
clocks. These clocks are configured the same way as the main reference clocks. The settings 
page for optional clocks is show in Figure 25. When enabled, the optional reference clocks 
replace the reference clock 2 output of the FPGA automatically between measurements if series 
measurement setting is used. This option is used to get better resolution when combining data 
from multiple measurements of the same sample using different reference clocks. In example 
if reference clocks 3 and 4 are used and four subsequent measurements are done in one go the 
first measurement has the main configuration of the reference clock 2 outputted. Before the 
second measurement the output of the third reference clock unit is assigned inside the FPGA as 
reference clock 2 output and for the third measurement the output frequency of the fourth 
reference clock unit is outputted. For the measurement four the main reference clock 2 is used 
again. This method is used to do multiple measurements in a row with varied ratio of the 
reference clocks 1 and 2 without changing the other reference clock in between every 
measurement from the software. When desired reference clock parameters are set pressing 
Update Reference Clocks button sends the parameters to the FPGA tells it to update the clocks.  
 

 
Figure 25. Settings page for optional reference clocks. 

 
In the Measurement length box are two spin boxes for setting the pulse count and series 

length which defines how many subsequent measurements are done. Continuous measurement 
can be toggled with the button with symbol of the infinity. Below the measurement length 
settings are located excess bias voltage slider and setting for ADC selection. The excess bias 
voltage can be set to 1 V, 2 V or 3 V. When Vc70ps is selected, the delay line control voltage 
is monitored. tempSensOut setting monitors the IC temperature and Both setting monitors them 
both, but it is rarely used because alternating the voltage outputs disturbs the IC too much which 
results with unreliable measurement results. The FPGA temperature is monitored constantly. 
These settings are shown below in Figure 26.  
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Figure 26. Measurement length settings and settings for excess bias voltage and ADC selection. 

 
 

4.2 Data collection and histogram plotting 

When measurement is started, the user interface starts waiting the measurement end signal from 
the FPGA. When the end signal is received, the software waits for 100 microseconds so that 
the histogram data is ready for reading from the FIFO output and sends the read signal to FPGA. 
The software reads every value of the FIFO and transfers them to a buffer as four-byte values. 
At this point the size of the stored histogram data is 4 * 98304 8-bit values. The value 98304 
comes from 

 
 SM * N * Ch = 3 * 128 * 256 = 98304 (3) 
 
where SM is number of simultaneous measurements, N is number of possible values in one 
channel and Ch is the number of channels. These buffer values are combined so that each 
histogram value is represented as one 32-bit value instead of four 8-bit values and writes them 
to a csv-file each value separated by a comma. After each measurement this csv-file is read, 
and histogram gets plotted automatically. 

In the Figure 27 is shown Histogram settings box that contains settings for saving and 
loading of the histogram files and spin boxes for histogram plotting. Name and path of the file 
can be defined and if timestamp is enabled, every file name contains time in a format of year-
month-day-hours-minutes-seconds at the end. If multiple measurements are done in series, only 
last one of them is saved in default. If Save every measurement is enabled, every measurement 
is saved as a separated histogram files and each file name has running number of the 
measurement. Histogram files can also be loaded by pressing the Load File button and choosing 
the file that is wanted to be plotted.  
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Figure 27. Settings for histogram plotting and saving and loading the histogram files. 

 
When histograms are plotted, contains of the current histogram file are read and reordered 

so that hit counts are drawn as channel or timing value specific. When channels are plotted, 
Raman spectrum is plotted on x-axis and when time values are plotted, x-axis contains photons 
as a function of time from certain spectral area. Hit counts are always on y-axis of the diagram 
and channels or timing values are on x-axis in increasing order depending on which one is 
plotted. Channels can be also plotted in decreasing order on x-axis by choosing Raman Shift 
instead of Channels from histogram settings box. Range of the y-axis is adjusted automatically 
by default. The range can be fixed by enabling Fixed y-range and adjusting the spin boxes. 

In channel plotting the default x-axis range is full 256 channels but the channel range can be 
adjusted. As a post-processed time-gate for Raman, timing value range used in the hit count 
calculations can be adjusted in channel plotting. In timings plotting by default, one channel is 
examined at a time but range around the desired channel can be also added. Timing value range 
on x-axis can be adjusted with spin boxes. 

Histograms are plotted in main page under plotting container. In Single point plotting page 
both channel and timings histograms are plotted one below another. Example plotting of the 
single point measurement is shown in Figure 28. In the figure photon hit counts to each channel 
are presented in diagram a) with the time bin range of 1 to 126, and photon hit counts to time 
bins at spectral channels 1 to 256 are presented in diagram b). In Multipoint plotting page all 
three simultaneous measurements are plotted at the same time but channel diagrams and timings 
diagrams are not shown at the same page. Example plotting of the multipoint measurement is 
shown in Figure 29. In the figure photon hit counts to each channel in the first measurement 
point are presented in diagram a) and the channel hits at the other two measurement points are 
shown in diagrams b) and c). When diagrams are plotted, they can be zoomed and dragged 
using mouse cursor and mouse wheel. 
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Figure 28. Histogram plotting of the single point measurement of the paracetamol sample. 
Photon hit counts to each spectral channel are presented in diagram a) with the time bin range 
of 1 to 126, and photon hit counts to time bins at spectral channels 1 to 256 are presented in 
diagram b). 
 

 
Figure 29. Channel histogram plotting of the multipoint measurement of the paracetamol 
sample. Photon hit counts to each spectral channel in the first measurement point are presented 
in diagram a) and the channel hits at the other two measurement points are shown in diagrams 
b) and c). 
 

4.3 Other features 

The PC software has some features that are good to have but are not necessary for basic 
measurements. The most useful feature is a motor control interface. The motor control interface 
is shown in Figure 30. Three step motors are used to move the measured sample in x-, y- and 
z-axis. Individual control windows are implemented for each motor so that the motors can be 
controlled individually between measurements. This way the sample can be scanned with 
measurements from different positions. On the bottom right of the motor controller page below 
user log are located scanning settings. When enabled, these settings are used to determine an 
area of the sample which is wanted to be measured. First home and away positions are defined. 
The measurement is started from the home position and after the last point of the scanning area 
is measured the sample is moved to away position so that it’s not getting hit by the laser between 

Raman scattering 

Fluorescence 
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measurements. The scan area is defined by setting measurement resolution and amount of the 
measured points. The resolution means the distance between adjacent measurement points on 
x- and y-axis. While scan area settings are adjusted the interface tells the user the size of the 
area in millimetres and draws a visualizing figure of the scannable area where cyan coloured 
square is the starting point of the scanning. User can also set a repeat interval for the scanning. 
In example same area can be scanned once every hour for a day automatically without any 
adjusting. 

 

 
Figure 30. Control interface for step motors used to move the measured sample. 

 
When measurement is started, progress information of it is shown in the main page as shown 

in Figure 31. On the left is located progress of a single measurement expressed as a percentage 
of the pulses measured with progress bar. The series length of the measurement is shown as lcd 
number in the middle and when scanning is performed the progress information of the scan is 
shown on the right. During the scan the scannable grid is show with measured points filled with 
cyan colour. If repeat interval is used, the time to the next scanning is shown with amount of 
the scans left. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 31. Measurement progress information. 

 
The delay stepper settings shown in Figure 32 are for the IC sensor research purposes. 

Settings are used to configure an Arduino card connected to the PC. The Arduino card is used 
to drive stepper motor that is used for setting a length of a adjustable coaxial delay unit. The 
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adjustable coaxial delay unit is used for adjusting the delay of the photon hit to the sensor IC 
mechanically small step at a time. The delay depends on the length of the coaxial delay unit 
where one millimetre corresponds to 3.3 picoseconds. Tuning of the delay is used for adjusting 
the place of the timing bins compared to the laser pulse. 

 

 
Figure 32. Delay stepper settings. 

 
Temperature / Voltage page in the plotting container shows the IC and FPGA temperature 

and IC control voltage histories in the real time. This feature is used to monitor how these values 
affect to the results and especially how temperatures change over time with different 
measurement setups. The diagram can be paused and then zoomed and dragged the same way 
than other plotted diagrams. The plotting page is shown below in Figure 33.  
 

 
Figure 33. Temperature and voltage plotting. 
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5 MEASUREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

In this chapter actual measurements are covered and performance of the FPGA design and its 
success to fulfil the required tasks get evaluated in numbers.  

 
5.1 FPGA performance 

The 150 MHz main clock and outregShift clock were successfully implemented on the FPGA, 
which means that the laser used can be significantly faster than originally required. After a laser 
pulse that starts a measurement, FPGA must wait 150 ns and then start transferring the data 
from the IC to registers inside the FPGA. After the last measurement data is transferred, the 
FPGA takes one clock cycle to go to TRIGWAIT-state where new laser trigger can be detected 
on the next clock cycle. In the single point measurement mode, it takes 0.592 µs from laser 
trigger to the point where new laser trigger can be detected. Therefore 1.689 MHz laser could 
be used so that the FPGA can keep up. Because the FPGA waits, regardless of the measurement 
mode, 150 ns after the laser trigger, 100 ns could be shaved from the 0.592 µs time resulting in 
a theoretical 2.032 MHz laser pulse frequency. Corresponding time between possible laser 
triggers in multipoint measurement mode is 1.528 µs which means that 654 kHz laser could be 
used in this measurement mode. Because measurement data is stored into different registers in 
every other laser pulse, the histogram accumulation does not interfere the results data reading. 
Faster laser pulse rate with the same pulse energy increases performance of the spectrometer. 
In single point measurement mode, spectrum frame rate is 1.689 Mframes/s and one frame 
contains 7 * 256 = 1792 bits.  In multipoint measurement mode, spectrum frame rate is 654 
kframes/s and one frame contains 3 * 7 * 256 = 5376 bits.   

Actual power usage of the FPGA is a bit higher than what Vivado has calculated. This 
estimation was shown earlier in Figure 18. Before configuration the FPGA uses 1.19 W and 
after configuration the power usage is about 2.70 W when only two reference clocks are 
powered. As presented in Table 3, each additional reference clock adds about 0.10 W to the 
power usage when powered on.  

 
Table 3. Measured power usage of the FPGA with different amount of the reference clocks 
powered. 

Number of reference 
clocks powered 

Power usage 
of the FPGA 

Difference to the 
previous value 

2 Reference clocks 2.70 W - 
3 Reference clocks 2.79 W +0.09 W 
4 Reference clocks 2.91 W +0.12 W 
5 Reference clocks 3.02 W +0.11 W 
6 Reference clocks 3.13 W +0.11 W 

 
As presented in Figure 34, switching the reference clock’s refClk2 frequency is done 

approximately in 10 ns. The switch is done by using a multiplexer that lets through only the 
selected clock signal. The switching time is so short that it does not affect to the usage of the 
spectrometer and the sensor IC’s DLLs do not unlock during the switching which means that 
the IC does not need to be reset and configured again. 
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Figure 34. The point where reference clock refClk2 is changed between measurements. 
 

5.2 Measurement results 

The example measurements presented in this work have been made on paracetamol and olive 
oil samples with one million laser pulses. Histogram plotting of the single point measurement 
of the paracetamol sample was presented previously in Figure 28. Peaks caused by Raman 
scattering can be seen clearly from the channel histogram a). The timing histogram b) below 
the channel plotting shows the timing of the Raman scattering which seems to be around the 
time bin values of 27 and 28. From the timings graph, small fluorescence effect can be seen 
after the Raman scattering peak. The histograms are time gated to start from time bin 1 instead 
of 0 because the first bin is wider than the other bins. The width of the first time bin is caused 
by the structure of the sensor IC and delays inside the circuit are designed so that the photons 
from the sample are counted from bin 1 instead of bin 0. The 127th time gate value is also 
ignored so that overrange arrived photons are not drawn. In the earlier Figure 29, the same 
paracetamol sample is presented in multipoint measurement mode. First diagram of the three 
channel histograms a) is the same as in the single point measurement and next two diagrams b) 
and c) are from the sample but 50 ns and 100 ns after the first measurement point respectively 
and thus outside the effect of the laser pulse. The data shown in the second and third diagrams 
come from SPAD’s dark count noise. Different channels respond to SPAD’s dark count noise 
in different characteristic amounts which causes the similarity of the two diagrams. The 
background noise depends on temperature and effect of the temperature to the noise is five 
percent per Celsius degree.  

The fluorescence can be reduced by limiting the used time gate values as is presented on 
figures Figure 35 and Figure 36. The Figure 35 presents the Raman spectrum of the olive oil 
sample that is measured with one million laser pulses. Some Raman peaks can be seen from the 
channel diagram a). Timings diagram below b), plotted from channels 40-130, shows that the 
timing of the Raman scattering is around the value of the timing bin values 25 to 32. By limiting 
the timing gate values used in channel plotting, the fluorescence reduces significantly, and the 
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peaks caused by Raman scattering becomes more visible as presented in Figure 36 a). The used 
time bin range is presented in Figure 36 b). 

Same histogram data csv-file, that is produced and presented by the coded software, can be 
used in MATLAB for further processing. In MATLAB, the channel hit counts and the channel 
specific photon arrival times can be plotted to one three-dimensional histogram diagram. 
Example diagram of some measured sample is presented in Figure 37. In the figure, channels 
in x-axis are converted to wavenumbers. 

 

 
Figure 35. One million-pulse single point measurement of the olive oil sample. Diagram a) 
shows the channel graph plotted using time bins 1-126. Diagram b) shows the timing graph 
plotted from channels 40-130. The used channel range is highlighted in diagram a) with vertical 
red lines. 
 

 
Figure 36. Same data presented as in Figure 32 but with limited time gate to reduce the effect 
of the fluorescence to the channel graph. Diagram a) shows the channel graph plotted using 
time bins 1-32. Diagram b) shows the time bins 1-32 plotted from channels 40-130. The used 
channel range is highlighted in diagram a) with vertical red lines. 

 
Temperature / Voltage page was used to monitor how temperatures change over time with 

different measurement setups. The plotting page was shown earlier in Figure 33. As can be seen 
from the plotted graph, from the start of the monitoring to around 55 seconds, the frequency of 
the second reference clock has been raised three times and right after lower back in three steps. 

Fluorescence 

Raman scattering 

a) 

b) 

a) 

b) 
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This can be seen from the IC control voltage on the graph as three steps up and same number 
of steps down to the same voltage as at the start. Right after the one-minute mark, the graph is 
set to show the temperature of the IC instead of the IC control voltage. This causes a spike while 
IC takes its time to change the outputted signal. Around the one and a half minutes, cooler is 
set off and temperatures of the IC and FPGA start steadily rising. Around 3 minutes and 10 
seconds the cooler is switched back on. 

 
 

 
Figure 37. Three-dimensional histogram diagram, measured from olive oil with 10 million 
pulses, plotted in MATLAB. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

This chapter has the evaluation of the work and discussion about the future improvements and 
usage of the work. The original aim of this work was to provide an FPGA design and a PC 
software as an interface for the FPGA controlling and handling of the measurement results so 
that at least 280 kHz laser could be used in three-point measurement. It was estimated that the 
data transfer rate to the FPGA should be at least 100 MHz to achieve this. The estimation 
included that at least 1 MHz could be used in single point measurement mode and because laser 
pulse rate with the same pulse energy increases performance of the spectrometer, the faster laser 
the better. Also, reference clock generation for DLLs was required. The original requirements 
of the user interface were minimal. The sensor IC needed to be initialized, and the measurement 
to get started through the software so that after the measurement, the result data were saved to 
a file for an easy access for further processing.  

In the final design, 150 MHz data transfer frequency was achieved. Also, because the 
histogram accumulation in the design doesn’t affect the laser pulse rate, the maximum rate of 
654 kHz for laser pulse is achieved for multipoint measurement mode. In single point 
measurement mode 1.689 MHz laser pulse can be used, and with some little tweaking, as is 
mentioned in chapter 5.1 about the waiting time after each laser pulse, over 2 MHz laser pulse 
frequency could be used. This is way better than was aimed for. Outside of the laser pulse 
waiting time, I don’t see any remarkable ways to improve the operating time of the FPGA so 
that even faster laser could be used. As shown in the chapter 3.3, the design is already on its 
limit. Because the most critical paths consist mainly of delays caused by long distances between 
histogram memory blocks, it is hard to get the main clock to be faster than 150 MHz without 
slack issues. Improvements may be possible with different FPGA integration board. Also, some 
other bonus features were achieved in the FPGA design. Monitoring of the IC and FPGA 
temperatures and the IC control voltage is useful addition, but the most useful additional feature 
is the ability to change reference clocks through user interface. The problem with the feature 
was, that when the reference clock was stopped, reconfigured, and restarted, the clock change 
took so long that DLLs inside the sensor IC unlocked in the meantime. The problem was solved 
by adding multiple reference clocks to the FPGA and preconfiguring them in advance before 
each measurement series. This way, the used reference clock could be changed fast between 
measurements by selecting the desired clock through a mux. With this feature, the time gating 
can be done with better resolution. Resolution of 10 ps was used in the post processing of the 
measurements, but even better resolution can be achieved if needed. 

The earlier papers [11][12][13], presented in chapter 2, did not have a lot of information 
about the FPGAs used in the research. Only some data read rates and the amount of the 
transferred data were mentioned. In [11], achieved spectrum frame rate was 1 Mframes/s but 
only with 3072 bits per frame and with exploiting photon detection probability so that an 
overflow didn’t happen on counters. In [12], 400 kframes/s was achieved while having 1792 
bits per frame. In [13], the spectrum frame rate was only 100 kframes/s. Compared to these, the 
FPGA designed for this work handles larger amount of data and faster. In single point 
measurement mode, the current system has the spectrum frame rate of 1.689 Mframes/s while 
one frame consists of 1792 bits. In multipoint measurement mode, the number of bits in one 
frame increases to 5376 while the frame rate being 654 kframes/s. Only way to do the histogram 
accumulation faster, is to do it inside the sensor IC as is done in [14]. This method has its own 
flaws especially when multiple measurements is needed to be done in series and when 
measurement parameters need to be changed between measurements. Compared to these earlier 
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systems, the current system has more flexibility on what kind of measurements can be done 
without compromising the spectrometer performance. 

Compared to evolvement of the FPGA, the design of the user interface got even larger and 
more complex during the process than originally was intended. Some of the later planned 
features are not even discussed in this paper because I had to draw a line somewhere so that I 
don’t have to update the chapter 4 every now and then. Outside of the main requirements, the 
user interface got a lot of additional features, like histogram preview, voltage and temperature 
monitoring and motor controlling for scan measurements. From the histogram previews, Raman 
peaks and fluorescence of the samples can be easily seen. Some future features or features that 
are under work now when writing this chapter, are the following. Rapid measurement mode is 
a measurement mode that focuses mainly on the speed of measurement series and less in 
previewing the measured data histograms. The mode is used for measuring relatively fast events 
like heartbeat and blood flow. In this mode it is important to be able to see the time when each 
of the measurements occurred and to get the sampling interval as low as possible which is not 
that important in the regular measurements described earlier. The rapid measurement is not 
Raman spectroscopy anymore, rather it is an example that the CMOS sensor can be used to 
different kind of measurements. Another larger addition is microscope controlling during the 
measurement and capturing images from the sample with a camera. It could be great to get a 
feature implemented that enables designing a scan measurement using an image of the sample 
and the scan matrix drawn on top of the image with real proportions. Also, some minor tweaking 
can be and has been done to the existing features. 
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7 SUMMARY 

The purpose of this work was to provide an FPGA design and a PC software as an interface for 
the FPGA as tools for Raman spectroscopy. Controlling of the FPGA and handling of the 
measurement results of the sample are done through the user interface. The FPGA is a link 
between the sensor IC and the PC where the software is used. Through the FPGA, the sensor 
IC is configured with user defined settings and the measurement data is collected from IC’s 
channel registers. Based on the collected measurement data, the FPGA forms a three-
dimensional histogram that gets transferred to the PC after the measurement is completed. From 
the histograms, Raman peaks and fluorescence of the measured samples can be identified. 

In the study environment where the provided tools are used, the time-correlated Raman 
spectrometer is built around a sensor IC that has spectral range of 256 channels for photon 
detecting with TDCs that have a nominal time resolution of 34 picoseconds. FPGA is used 
between the sensor IC and a PC to enable measurements being done in series. The working 
mechanism of the spectrometer is the following. A laser pulse gets sent to three samples and at 
the same time a trigger signal is sent to the sensor IC. The trigger signal sets the SPADs on the 
IC to a Geiger mode and starts the TDCs. The laser pulse hits the measured sample, and the 
timestamps of the photon’s hits detected in the SPAD array are stored as a 7-bit value in each 
spectral channel. Three simultaneous results can be stored at a time. Therefore, the FPGA used 
for data storing is designed so that it can read 5376 bits (7-bit timing values, 256 channels, 3 
different results) and form a histogram based on the results after each laser pulse. This must be 
done so that the FPGA operation does not limit the measurement frequency and each sample 
response from the laser pulses can be measured. 

The final FPGA design uses a 150 MHz main clock, and the same frequency is used for 
transferring the measurement data from the sensor IC. The FPGA design allows to 1.689 MHz 
laser being used in single point measurement mode and correspondingly 654 kHz laser in 
multipoint measurement mode. The user interface is built so that it allows the measurements to 
be done in series so that some parameters can be changed between measurements. One of the 
main features is the ability to change reference clocks fast between measurements. The clock 
switch is done approximately in 10 ns and the switching time is so short that it does not affect 
the usage of the spectrometer at all and DLLs inside the sensor IC do not unlock during the 
process. If the DLLs unlocked, the IC would need to be reset and configured again which takes 
time. The feature enables better resolution for time gating in the post processing of the 
measurement data. 10 ps resolution has been used but even better resolution could be achieved 
if needed. Also, the user interface has possibility to scan a sample by controlling motors that 
move the sample between measurements during the series of measurements. The final design 
enables versatile measurement possibilities for time-resolving Raman spectroscopy and some 
other measurement methods. 
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9 APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 Cfg_unit_control ASM diagram 
Appendix 2 Data_unit block diagram 
Appendix 3 Data_unit signal waves in single point and multipoint measurement modes 
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Appendix 1 Cfg_unit_control ASM diagram 

 
Figure 38. Larger Cfg_unit_control ASM diagram.  
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Appendix 2 Data_unit block diagram 

 
Figure 39. Larger Data_unit block diagram 
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Appendix 3 Data_unit signal waves in single point and multipoint measurement modes 
 

 
Figure 40. Data_unit signal waves in single point measurement mode as a larger figure 
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Figure 41. Data_unit signal waves in multipoint measurement mode as a larger figure 


